
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

(קודיויקהל )פ פרשת  – The thought counts 

 

 בס''ד

 לר''ש 

 יעקב בן שרה לאה

('א 'זל) את הארון ויעש בצלאל   
 

 

And Betzalel made the Aron 
 

The Meshech Chochma asks on this Possuk; why here does it specify that Betzalel made the 
Aron whereas by the other Kelim of the Mishkan it doesn’t write that he was the one who 
made them? 

First, he points out that the other Kelim were remade later in history, with the two Botey 
Mikdash. So, the Torah wanted to leave it vague and not write who made those Kelim for the 
Mishkan, to include those Kelim that were made later in history and that were made by 
someone else. 

But in this the Aron was unique. Because only one Aron was ever made and it was made only 
by Betzalel. Even when the Beis Hamikdosh was destroyed, the Aron was hidden and they 
never made a second Aron. 

Therefore, only by the crafting of the Aron it was correct for the Torah to write that it was 
made by Betzalel. Implying, “and never again by anyone else.” 

Then the Meshech Chochma goes on to say a different answer to his question.  

The Aron had a unique detail that no other Keli had. There were golden Keruvim on top of the 
Aron. As Chazal tell us, each of the Keruvim was the image of a child, one was a boy and one 
was a girl. 

Now to that generation of Yidden, if they would start to work on creating those golden 
Keruvim, certain memories might surface. Because it wasn’t such a long time earlier that Klal 
Yisroel had made the Eigel; the golden calf. 

And as part of the making the Kelim for the Mishkan, it was very important that the thoughts 
of those craftsman would be pure and focused on their Avodas Hakodesh. Therefore, it was 
feared that if the Aron would be formed by any of the Yidden, their thoughts of the Eigel 
might come up and therefore they would not have pure thoughts of Kedusha when making 
this Keli. 

The only person who would definitely not have that thought problem was Betzalel the 
grandson of Chor. His grandfather was killed as he tried to stop the Eigel from being made. 
There was no chance that Betzalel would connect the holy crafting of the Aron with the 
terrible Avero of the golden calf. His thoughts would be pure and focused only on the Aron. 

This is why the Torah stresses; Betzalel made the Aron. As if to say, only Betzalel was able to 
make the Aron. Because only he would surely retain the pure thoughts of Kedusha when 
crafting it. 

We see from here how much of an impact our thoughts have as we go about doing a Mitzvah. 
Part of the purity of a Mitzvah that we do depends on our thoughts as we approach doing it. 
With Pesach coming up and with it lots of Pesach cleaning, it is in our hands to choose how 
pure and Kodosh our Mitzvos will be. If we retain the right attitude and our thoughts lead us 
to feel joy and pleasure in our Avodas Hashem, then we can be sure that our Mitzvah is 
Kodosh. 

The Chazon Ish once commented regarding the street cleaners in Yerushalyim. “If only they 
would think for a moment of the wonderful Zuchus they have in cleaning the streets of Eretz 
Yisroel, then they would get reward for that as a Mitzvah. But if they only think of what they 
are doing as a job but without any thought of the Mitzvah – then they will lose that Mitzvah.” 

It all depends on our thoughts and attitude. 

 


